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About Swagger
Swagger is a powerful yet easy-to-use suite of API developer tools for teams and individuals, enabling development across
the entire API lifecycle, from design and documentation, to test and deployment. Swagger consists of a mix of open source,
free and commercially available tools that allow anyone, from technical engineers to street smart product managers to build
amazing APIs that everyone loves.

Swagger started out as a simple, open source specification for designing RESTful APIs in 2010. Open source tooling like the
Swagger UI, Swagger Editor and the Swagger Codegen were also developed to better implement and visualize APIs defined
in the specification. The Swagger project, consisting of the specification and the open source tools, became immensely
popular, creating a massive ecosystem of community driven tools. In 2015, the Swagger project was acquired by SmartBear
Software. The Swagger Specification was donated to the Linux foundation and renamed the OpenAPI Specification to
formally standardize the way REST APIs are described. The OpenAPI Initiative was created to guide the development of the
OAS in an open and transparent manner. Swagger has since become the most popular suite of tools to fully leverage the
power of the OAS across the API lifecycle.
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SmartBear Software (SMS)

Description:

Swagger is built by SmartBear Software, the leader in software quality tools for teams. SmartBear is behind some of
the biggest names in the software space, including Swagger, SoapUI and QAComplete.
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Vision
API designs are scaled with confidence

Mission
To enable scaling of API designs

Values
Open Source

Design

Documentation

Testing

Visualization
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1. APIs
Design and model APIs according to specification-based standards
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2. Code
Build stable, reusable code for your API in almost any language
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3. Documentation
Improve developer experience with interactive API documentation

Stakeholder(s)
Developers
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4. Testing
Perform simple functional tests on your APIs without overhead
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5. Standardization
Set and enforce API style guidelines across your API architecture
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